I would like to offer an alternative explanation of the asymmetry, based on some recent evidence from field observations of magpie family groups where black-backed parents were recorded with whitebacked and nearly white-backed offspring, but white-backed parents were never recorded with black-backed offspring. Hughes & Mather (1980) suggested that back colour in magpies is coded for by a small number of genes, with genes for black backs dominant to genes for white backs. If this is the case then I shall show that an asymmetry would be expected in the zone where selection pressures change from favouring white-backed birds to favouring black-backed birds.
Consider the simple case where two loci, on separate chromosomes, code for back colour. At both loci, genes for black backs (bl and b2) are dominant to genes for white backs (w, and w2 ), so that at each locus black genes, in either homozygous or heterozygous condition, produce the black phenotype. If the effect is cumulative, then for a totally black back, both loci must have at least one allele for black. An intermediate will have at least one black gene at one locus and whites at the other locus and a white-backed bird will have two white alleles at each locus.
If black and white alleles are in equal frequencies then the following phenotype frequencies would be expected:
9 black: Lintermediate: 1 white.
If the frequencies of black and white alleles are not equal, then the expected frequencies of each genotype can be calculated from the individual allele frequencies. For example, if the frequency of both black alleles is % and the frequency of both white alleles is U, then the expected frequency of the genotype
the expected frequency of the genotype In this way, expected phenotype frequencies can be calculated for varying gene frequencies and curves can be drawn up for variation in phenotype frequency across the 'hybrid' zone ( Fig. 1) . It is assumed that selection will act equally on duplicate alleles producing the same phenotype; thus that at each point the frequency of bl = frequency of b2 and the frequency of wl = frequency of w2. Figure 1 shows the change in expected phenotypic ratios across an intermediate zone changing regularly from all white alleles on the left hand side to all black alleles on the right hand side. Figure 2 shows results from the transect through the 'hybrid' zone along which the rate of change in phenotype frequencies was most constant (Burton &Martin 1976) . This curve is similar to the predicted one in Figure 1 . However, the curves cannot be compared statistically because the x-axis in the observed and expected graphs are not comparable. In the predicted curve the x-axis is the proportion of black alleles in the population; in the observed curve it is the distance along the transect. However, observations can be compared with predictions from the model at specific points along each transect. At each sample site, the proportion of black-backed birds was used t o calculate the expected number of white-backed and intermediate birds. values; only two of the nine transects did not deviate from models with three or four loci with cumulative significantly from predictions (p < .05) (Table 1) . effect, using a x2 test as described above (p < .05).
Similar curves were calculated for models with Figure 3 shows the predicted curves for whitethree and four loci respectively. The proportion of backed, intermediate and black-backed birds as one heterozygotes was much greater than was observed in moves across the 'hybrid' zone. The predicted 'hybrid' the population and all transects showed significantly zone is asymmetrical, with black-backed and whitedifferent phenotype frequencies from those expected backed curves crossing where the frequency of black EMU 82
. If the zone were symmetrical the curves would cross where the black-allele frequency was 0.50. The observed curves have been superimposed on these axes by equating the place where black alleles are at a frequency of 0.8 on the predicted graph with site 33 on the observed graph, as the two curves are very close here. The deviations of the observed curves from those expected change in direction depending on the allele proportions. To the left, where the proportion of black alleles is small, there are fewer black-backed birds than predicted, and to the right, there are fewer whitebacked birds than predicted.
The model assumes that there is no change in selection across the 'hybrid' zone, only that different phenotypes are favoured on either side of the zone. However if selection does change gradually across the 'hybrid' zone, then fewer black-backed birds than predicted by the model would be expected in the area dominated by white-backed birds and fewer white-backed birds than predicted would be expected in the area dominated by black-backed birds, as is shown in Figure 3 .
Figures 2 and 3 show that intermediates extend further into the black-backed zone than would be predicted by the model, even if selection pressures do change across the 'hybrid' zone. If white alleles are recessive to black alleles, then only a very small proportion of them will be expressed in the zone of mostly black alleles. Because natural selection acts only on the phenotype, then the rate of loss of white alleles from the area of black-backed birds and intermediates will be much lower than that of black alleles in the zone of white-backed birds and intermediates, where all the black alleles are expressed.
Assuming gene-flow to be equal in either direction white alleles w& extend further into the area of black backs than black alleles into the area of white backs. This argument assumes that at each site the selection coefficient of intermediate phenotypes is between those of white-backed or black-backed phenotypes.
In Figure 3 , the white-backed and black-backed curves cross slightly t o the right (.31) of the expected point (.29). As this is probably in the region where white alleles are favoured, such a deviation (slightly more white-backs than predicted by the 'no selection' model) would be expected. In this area there are more intermediates than predicted, which may suggest that intermediates are favoured over either parental type in parts of the 'hybrid' zone, possibly where natural selection changes from favouring white alleles t o favouring black alleles.
The model presented above, that of duplicate genes with cumulative effect, is only one of a number of possible explanations for the variations of back colour observed in the Australian Magpie. If the two loci had slightly different effects, for example, one produced a slightly broader black band than the other, then the considerable variation observed among intermediates (Burton & Martin 1976 ) could be explained. Environmental influences may also affect the width of the black band in intermediate birds. Burton & Martin (1976) interpret the blackbacked and white-backed morphs as being the products of previous isolation between the two populations. They suggest that the high frequency of parental phenotypes in the contact zone is evidence of secondary intergradation. However, the high frequency of parental phenotypes (particularly black-backed birds) could equally well be interpreted as representing the results of crosses between intermediates, (producing both parental types and more intermediates) as shown in the model (Fig. 3) .
The asymmetry in the intermediate zone observed b y Burton & Martin (1976) would also be predicted. The zone of black-backs and intermediates would be expected t o be about eight times wider than the zone o f white-backs and intermediates (if selection were n o t operating across the intermediate zone (Fig. 3) . In the transect from stations 33 -38, the zone of black-backs and intermediates was at least three times as wide as the zone of white backs and intermediates. (The end point of the zone of black-backs and intermediates was not observed by Burton & Martin ( 1976) ).
Burton & Martin's (1 976) results agree fairly closely with those predicted from an epistatic system of duplicate genes with cumulative effects (Stansfield 1969) . Deviations from expected frequencies are explained in terms of a gradual change in the direction of selection across the 'hybrid' zone, with no need to invoke either asymmetrical selection or an invasion of black-backs, for which there is little evidence.
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